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From the editor

Open testing
Tests are designed to meet specific
objectives, which in turn are derived from
specific requirements and design information.
Therefore any given test is of no use to a
tester working on a different product or in a
different organization, and anyway it would
make no sense without the requirements to
which it can be traced back, and that is
proprietary information that no commercial
organization would share.

understand equally so. After product release,
why should the tests be proprietary? They
cannot be used to appropriate the design or
requirements. They just define – often very
common – correct behaviour.

So when your current project ends ask your
organization for permission to share your test
specifications with other testers. Post them
on Kobi's or another forum, or just send them
to editor@professionaltester.com and we will
That's what I thought until a few weeks ago,
do the rest. (If you know of somewhere else
when PT reader Kobi Halperin emailed me
tests are already being shared, please tell
about his forum at http://xqual.freeforums.org/ us.) There's no need to describe or even
community-test-suites-sharing-f8.html, hosted identify the product.
by the publishers of his favourite free ALM
tool, XStudio. The forum hasn't started rolling Let's share and use one another's work, and
yet, but a glance at the few posts there
stop working in isolation, spending lifetimes
reveals the potential of the idea of sharing
doing analysis and design work similar to
not vague checklists and late-lifecycle
that already done by countless others! Then
exploratory attack ideas but actual tests
what is achieved by testing might start to
created using formal analysis and
move forward, instead of standing still as it
specification techniques. If that is done
has for decades.
correctly, their purpose is obvious without
knowing anything about their basis or even
Edward Bishop
their objectives, and how to adapt them to
meet an objective the reader does
Editor
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Build the perfect functional
test tool for your testers
by Nick Olivo

Powerful reusable scripted test functions
become easy-to-use wizards with
SmartBear's TestComplete
Most test organizations have an
automation guru. The guru has
transcended record and playback and
knows the developers' dirty little secrets
including the lousy naming convention
they use and the hackjobs they've done.
Fellow testers ask the guru when they
need help getting a test to run, working
with a custom control, writing a regular
expression or accessing the Windows
registry programmatically.

Nick Olivo's tutorial
explains a way to build
the test design and
execution tool you need

But working like this is not efficient. As
things get more complicated it gets harder
for the guru to make things easier for
colleagues. It might help to create libraries
of reusable functions to simplify some
operations, but then the guru will be asked
how to use them. Documenting what they
do and the parameters they take probably
won't help: it's easier to shout over the wall
and ask the guru. Meanwhile the guru
quietly bangs his or her head against the
other side of the wall and asks “what more
can I do?”

Windows registry has a specified value.
We'll walk through the process of turning
the script into a wizard.
The script is shown in figure 1. Its
arguments are a key and its expected
value. It compares that with the actual
value of the key in the registry and logs a
message indicating whether or not the two
were the same.
The function is invoked like this:
validate("HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\Software\\
MyTargetKey","HelloWorld");

Not difficult: it requires the tester to
provide the exact path to the key, and to
use the correct number of backslashes.
Obviously more complex routines require
more, more types of, and more complex
parameters. As complexity increases ease
of use diminishes, wall-shouting becomes
more frequent and most importantly risk of
ineffective tests increases. Not so if the
function is turned into a wizard as shown
in figure 2.

The wizard is what TestComplete calls an
“extension”. An extension is made up of
four parts: a form, an XML file, a script file
and an icon. I use the following free
utilities to make extensions, because I like
Here's what: make the functions into
them, but there are many other tools to do
wizards that are simple for anyone to use
the same simple things:
with no help.
Notepad++
(see http://notepad-plus-plus.org)
That's what I'm going to show you in this
Paint.NET (http://getpaint.net)
article. With TestComplete you can convert
7-Zip (http://www.7-zip.org)
your script-based functions into custom
wizards that will let the most technicallyPart 1: the form
challenged person design and execute
1 Create a directory called
very elaborate test operations. So
“registryExtension”. When following the
everyone including the guru can be freed
instructions below, save all the files you
up to do what they do best.
create to this directory
As an example we'll take a simple JScript
function used to verifiy that a key in the
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2 Launch TestComplete and create a
new project

Best-of-breed tools

function validate(key,expectedVal)
{
var objShell = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
var foundVal = objShell.RegRead(key);
if (foundVal == expectedVal)
Log.Message(key + " contained the expected value, " + expectedVal);
else
Log.Error(key + " did not contain the expected value","Expected: " + expectedVal +
“\nFound: " + foundVal);
objShell = null;
}

Figure 1: JScript function to verify the value of a registry key

Figure 2: “Create registry checkpoint” wizard
Other Properties

Caption

Name

Control
Type
TcxButton
TcxButton

cmdRunRegedit Run Regedit
Select Key
cmdSelectKey

TcxButton
TcxButton
TcxTextEdit
TcxTextEdit

cmdOK
cmdCancel
txtKey
txtValue

OK
Cancel
(nothing)
(nothing)

TcxLabel

lblInstructions

This checkpoint allows you to
verify that a particular key
contains a specified value. To
use it:

TcxLabel

lblInstructions1

1 - Click the Run Regedit button
to launch Regedit.

TcxLabel

lblInstructions2

2 - In Regedit, browse to the
desired key and highlight the
value you wish to validate.

TcxLabel

lblInstructions3

TcxLabel

lblInstructions4

3 - Click Select Key to copy the
key and its current value into this
form.
4 - Click OK

lblKey
TcxLabel
lblValue
TcxLabel
TcxGroupBox grpUsage

ModalResult = mrOK
ModalResult = mrCancel

Registry Key:
Expected Value:
Usage:

Figure 3: the controls in regForm
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ScriptExtensionGroup Name = "Checkpoints">
<ScriptExtension Name = "Registry Checkpoint" Author = "SmartBearSoftware" Version = "1.0"
HomePage = "www.smartbear.com">
<Script Name = "reg.js">
<KDTOperation Name="Registry Checkpoint" Category="Checkpoints" Icon="regicon.bmp">
<Events>
<Event Name="OnSetup" Routine="Reg_OnSetup"/>
<Event Name="OnExecute" Routine="Reg_OnExecute"/>
</Events>
<Parameters>
<Parameter Name="regKey">The key to be verified.</Parameter>
<Parameter Name="regValue">The expected value for the target key.</Parameter>
</Parameters>
<Columns>
<Column Name="Item" Value="Registry Checkpoint"/>
<Column Name="Value" Editable="True" EditorType="Parameters" />
</Columns>
</KDTOperation>
</Script>
<Description>
Verifies registry values are correct.
</Description>
</ScriptExtension>
</ScriptExtensionGroup>

Figure 4: content of the XML file
Tag
KDTOperation

3 Add the “Userforms” item to your project
4 Right click on the Userforms item and
choose “add new item”. Create a new
form called “regForm” like the one in
figure 2. The type, name, caption and
properties of the controls you need to
add are shown in figure 3.
Now click on your “Select Key” button and
click the “Events” icon (lightning bolt) to
open the Event Handler panel. Doubleclick the “OnClick” event. The “Add Event
Hander” dialog is displayed; click OK. Your
new function “reg_cmdSelectKey_OnClick”
is added to the scripting editor.
Do the same for the “Run Regedit” button.
Don't worry about the code for these
functions; we'll add that in part 3.
Save the form then right click in any blank
space on it and select “Export to File” from
the contextual menu. Call it
“regForm.aqfrm”.
Part 2: the XML
The XML file describes the extension. Its
content is shown in figure 4: enter it using
Notepad++ or another plain text editor and
save it to your registryExtension directory
as Description.xml (if you are reading the
printed edition of Professional Tester, save
typing by downloading the PDF version to
copy and paste the code). Figure 5
explains the meaning of the tags used.
Part 3: the script
This can be written in JavaScript or
VBScript (TestComplete's SDK also
supports compiled languages including
Visual C++, C# and Delphi, but using them
is necessary only for extremely advanced
and powerful extensions to TestComplete
itself such as custom panels). The
JavaScript code for our wizard is shown in
figure 6. Save it as “reg.js”.

Purpose
Defines the name of the extension, where on TestComplete's Operations palate the extension
is to be placed, and the icon used for the extension

Event - OnSetup

Specifies which script routine will be executed when the extension is added to a test

Event - Execute

Specifies which script routine will be executed when the extension is run during a test

Parameters

Describes what the extension takes as parameters

Columns

Describes the columns to be populated in TestComplete’s keyword test editor

Part 4: the icon
Obviously this is mainly cosmetic but even
gurus need some fun. It's a 16x16 pixel
.bmp file. Call it “regicon.bmp”.

Figure 5: XML tags used
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//This function is called when the registry checkpoint is added to a test
function Reg_OnSetup(Data,Parameters)
{
if (showDialog())
{
//set the parameters to the values specified in the form
Parameters.regKey = UserForms.regForm.txtKey.Text;
Parameters.regValue = UserForms.regForm.txtValue.Text;
return true;
}
else
return false;
}
//This function is called when the registry checkpoint is run during a test.
function Reg_OnExecute(Data,regKey,regValue)
{
validate(regKey,regValue);
}
//Displays the extension's form
function showDialog()
{
var reg;
reg = UserForms.regForm;
reg.ResetForm();//clear all values
if (reg.ShowModal()==1)//if the user clicked OK without selecting key or specifying value, throw error
{
if (reg.txtKey.Text == "" || reg.txtValue.Text =="")
{
aqDlg.ShowError("Please specify a registry key and value to validate.");
showDialog();
return false;
}
return true;
}
else
return false;
}
//Verify a key contains a specified value
function validate(key,expectedVal)
{
var objShell = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
var foundVal = objShell.RegRead(key);
if (foundVal == expectedVal)
Log.Message(key + " contained the expected value, " + expectedVal);
else
Log.Error(key + " did not contain the expected value","Expected: " + expectedVal + "\nFound: “
+ foundVal);
objShell = null;
}
//Invoke regedit
function launchRegedit()
{
var objShell = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
objShell.Run("regedit");
objShell = null;
}
function regForm_cmdRunRegedit_OnClick(Sender)
{
launchRegedit();
}
//Capture the desired key and value from the regedit window
function regForm_cmdSelectKey_OnClick(Sender)
{
var w1,keyName, keyPath;
if (Sys.WaitProcess("regedit",2000) != null)//make sure regedit is running
{
//grab the keyPath from the status bar displayed at the bottom of the registry editor
keyLoc = Sys.Process("regedit").Window("RegEdit_RegEdit", "Registry Editor",
1).Window("msctls_statusbar32", "", 1).wText(0).indexOf("HKEY")
keyPath = Sys.Process("regedit").Window("RegEdit_RegEdit", "Registry Editor",
1).Window("msctls_statusbar32", "", 1).wText(0).slice(keyLoc)
//grab the keyName based on the name selected in the registry editor
keyName = Sys.Process("regedit").Window("RegEdit_RegEdit", "Registry Editor",
1).Window("SysListView32", "", 1).wSelectedItems
try
{
//populate the values of the form with the values from the registry editor
var objShell = new ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell");
UserForms.regForm.txtKey.Text = keyPath + "\\" + keyName;
UserForms.regForm.txtValue.Text = objShell.RegRead((keyPath + "\\" + keyName).toString());
}
catch(e)
{
Log.Message("Unable to read registry key" + keyName,e.description);
}
finally
{
objShell = null;
}
}
else
launchRegedit();
}

Figure 6: content of the script file

Figure 7: the new wizard in TestComplete's Operations palette
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Deploying the wizard
The four files we have created must be
zipped into one file: add them to the
archive separately rather than zipping the
registryExtension directory that contains
them. When you've created the zip file,
rename it “registryCheckpoint.tcx”.
Now double-click on the file. TestComplete
will display a dialog asking if you want to
add it as an extension: click OK. In
TestComplete expand the Checkpoints
slider in the Operations palette. You will
see your new one (figure 7), called
“Registry Checkpoint” (the name assigned
in the KDTOperation tag in the XML). From
here it is invoked simply by dragging it
onto any test.
Testing without limits
Now you've seen how easy it is to add an
extension to TestComplete, I'm sure you've
started thinking about how you can use
this to put more power into the hands of
fellow testers. Give them easy-to-use tools
to verify the syntax of any displayed text; to
check the properties and content of any
file; to monitor any input or output; to
examine any aspect of not only the
application under test, but of the platform
on which it is running. There really is no
limit. TestComplete is the key to your
dream: an infinitely adaptable and highly
usable test design and execution tool,
designed by you specifically to test your
own products
Nick Olivo is a software engineer at
SmartBear Software. A free evaluation
license for TestComplete is available from
http://smartbear.com

Process Chain Test
Common software testing methods and
techniques are often inadequate for
validating processes that are not entirely
supported by software, for example partly
manual processes. They are either too rigid
or too limited to be useful in a complex
programme concerning chains of business
processes.

A check on the relevant differences in
Development Standards is not covered in
the E2E. A static test is very helpful to find
out mismatches in the interface definitions. However, it doesn’t cover all relevant
interpretation differences in the Standards
that might have some impact in the further
data processing.

Stakeholders require that process chains
across enterprise boundaries are coherent. A clear example of this was when the
Dutch Parliament asked the Minister of
Finance in 2005 to ensure the smooth
working of the (process) chains between
the Inland Revenue and the Social Security
Agency.

These examples show that there are more
aspects to be verified and validated in a
process chain that are beyond the scope
of software and E2E testing. SLAs, compliance, audit and administrative work
procedures are rarely addressed by any
software testing approach. The successful completion of system and E2E tests at
each domain is a necessary condition for
the Process Chain Test. It is not in itself a
sufficient condition to assure the coherence of the whole process chain.

‘Process Chain Testing’ or ‘Enterprise to
Enterprise Testing’ is a validation approach
that focuses on the coherency of business
process chains, which consist of automated and manual processes. This differs from
the well known End to End (E2E) testing,
because E2E is specifically focused on the
working of a chain of ICT services.
An example of a potential operational incident that was prevented as a result of Capgemini carrying out a Process Chain Test
was the detection of a mismatch between
the individual and the joint SLAs of two
enterprises. One helpdesk had restricted
opening hours on weekdays, while the joint
SLA required a 24/7 service for serious
incidents. The risk here was the enormous
impact on both organizations if a (major)
incident was left open the whole weekend.

www.nl.capgemini.com

Capgemini is continuously developing and
refining its approach on Process Chain
Testing based on lessons learned and best
practices from various customer engagements. The test strategy itself is based
upon sources from Risk Assessment, Quality Models and Software Engineering &
Testing. Specific expertise on this subject
has been acquired and developed professionally within Capgemini’s Testing Division. If you would like to know more about
the Process Chain Test, please contact us
at testen.nl@capgemini.com.
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Tools and the last six years
by Erik van Veenendaal

What tool types do testers actually use and
how satisfied are they?

Erik van Veenendaal
presents the findings of
his latest survey and
looks back to his
previous one

In January 2004 I carried out a survey on
the use of testing tools, published in issue
17 of this magazine and still available at
http://professionaltester.com/magazine/
backissue/17/ProTesterJan2004vanVeenendaal.pdf. This year I repeated
the exercise, aiming to discover whether
and where progress has been made: over
500 test organizations throughout Europe
participated. To help make sense of a
changing world, I have separated the
results by test object type: technical
applications (industry, embedded
software, telecoms etc - abbreviated as
“TA”) and information systems (banking,
insurance, government etc, abbreviated
“IS”) as well as tool type. I hope the results
and my analysis will be valuable to testers
wanting to benchmark their current tool
use and looking for new tools, and to tool
providers and vendors. Comparable
results from 2004 are shown in {curly
brackets}. No less than 85% of responding
organizations are using at least one tool
{2004: 72%}.
Test management
The tools in this broad category provide
support for either or both of “the
management of tests” and “managing the
testing process”. These in turn can be
broken into specific areas and table 1
gives the “implementation” – the number
of organizations using a dedicated test
tool (created in house or acquired) divided
by the total number surveyed – for each.
It will be noted that uptake of these tool
types is significantly greater for TA than for
IS: in fact many more tools are available
for TA testing. Incident management (IM)
tools have shown the greatest growth, but
I find it disconcerting that around 20% of
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respondents are still doing IM with no
dedicated tool. In my opinion the low
implementation of requirement
management tools reflects the weakness
of work with requirements in general – a
long-standing complaint of testers – and
initiatives aimed at changing this are to be
supported. See for example the
qualification provided by the International
Requirements Engineering Board
(http://certified-re.de).
Static analysis
Again the implementation for TA (47%) is
good and that for IS poor (12%). This is
due to lack of support for programming
languages commonly used in IS. Overall
implementation has grown to 29%
{2004: 12%}
Test design and specification
Implementation for TA 15%, for IS 22%,
overall 18% {2004: 15%}. This includes
both tools used only or primarily to
generate test conditions, cases or inputs
and the facilities for applying test
techniques included in many test
execution tools. At acceptance and system
test levels, these categories are still
somewhat niche: there may be
opportunities for tool providers to better
implement the techniques used manually
by test analysts. At lower levels, tools that
generate tests based on and aiming to
increase coverage of production code are
improving and becoming popular fast. That
might be related to recent trends towards
developer-led processes such as agile and
test-driven development.
Test execution and checking
As one would expect (and hope, given the
importance of its vendors to the testing
industry), usage of the most popular type
of test tool has grown enormously (table
2). The business need for high quality
regression testing of larger and more

Test automation

%

TA

IS

overall 2010

overall 2004

Test management
Requirement management
Incident management
Configuration management

32
29
83
76

37
9
74
39

34
19
78
56

35
not surveyed
51
37

Table 1: Implementation of test management tools

%

TA

IS

overall 2010

overall 2004

Test execution
Test comparator
Coverage measurement

44
30
21

52
23
4

48
26
12

29
24
9

Table 2: Implementation of test execution and checking tools

%

TA

IS

overall 2010

overall 2004

Dynamic analysis
Performance testing
Monitoring

34
40
36

7
27
20

17
33
27

14
25
24

Table 3: Implementation of dynamic analysis, performance testing and monitoring tools

control
1
2
3
4
5

test execution
defect management
configuration management
test management
test design

quality

efficiency

{position in 2004}
1
2
4
-

Table 4: favourite tools

complex systems is still growing. Also,
more testers have learned how to
implement data-driven and keyword-driven
automation, making the use of automated
execution more efficient and less risky.
Almost all of these tools include facilities to
verify results, which may explain the
relatively slower growth in standalone test
comparators. Nevertheless, the additional
use of these should be considered
carefully by test organizations.
Uptake of test coverage tools (one of my
favourites) is still low. Again we see the
gap between the implementation ratio in
TA and IS, and for the same reasons.
There is obvious opportunity for providers
to bring TA (including safety-critical) style
coverage measurement techniques to IS
testing.

Dynamic analysis, performance and
monitoring
Growth in the use of these is
disappointingly slow, to the detriment of
business and users. Why? That is a vital
and unanswered question not only for tool
users, providers and vendors: but for
everyone. The results are in table 3.

testers. Table 4 shows the degree of
benefit of three types to testing the
participating testers perceive, corrected for
different implementation levels. Since
2004, the top two have not changed; but
coverage measurement tools have
disappeared from the top four, replaced by
test management. That does not surprise
me, as these tools have improved a great
deal, especially in the important area of
collaboration of geographically-divided
people. However the new cult following
gained by test design and specification
tools is surprising, encouraging and
perhaps significant.
Shelfware
The bogeyman of test tools is still with us.
28% of responding test organizations said
they had tools still licensed but no longer
in use {2004: 26%}. However earlier
surveys in the 1990s reported even higher
levels than this. So, what tool types are
most likely to end up as shelfware now?
Figure 2 shows that the most used and
most popular tool type – test execution – is
also the most likely to fail. Perhaps this is
due to inability of the purchasing
organizations to quantify, or unwillingness
to devote, the resources needed to
implement it successfully? Or are these
tools simply oversold? We can only
speculate.

Static analysis and requirements
management tools appear to be in
jeopardy. They have both low
User satisfaction
According to this survey testers appreciate implementation and high shelfware
potential. I suspect it is hard to get
the tools they use today far more than in
2004. The change is shown in figure 1 and management buy-in to these: static
analysis tools are affected adversely by
speaks for itself.
technical change, and requirements
management by immaturity of the
Favourite tools
requirements process itself. Solutions are
For testers, this is the most interesting
question in the survey. The best guide you needed if the benefit of these types of
tool, which is obvious to many testers,
can get to what you should be evaluating
is to be retained.
is the practical experiences of fellow
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User Satisfaction
2004

2010

Many benefits
Some benefits
No benefits
Figure 1: user satisfaction now and in 2004

10%
23%

23%

Static analysis
Requirements management
Defect management
Test execution
11%
33%
Figure 2: shelfware by tool type

save us time

and ring our
doorbell
to ...

Other

The challenge that remains
Implementation of tools is growing. So is the
satisfaction of the testers who use them.
Some tool types – beloved and believed in
by the testers who use them – are not being
used where they should be. The occurrence
of dismal failures to implement tools after
purchase is not improving. Everyone
involved needs to think carefully about why
that is and, from their own point of view,
what might be the solution
Erik van Veenendaal
(http://erikvanveenendaal.nl) is a widelyrecognized expert in software testing: an
international testing consultant and trainer,
the founder of Improve Quality Services
BV (http://improveqs.nl) and vice-chair of
the TMMi Foundation
(http://www.tmmifoundation.org). He was
vice-president of the International Software
Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) from
2005 until 2009, when he received the
European Testing Excellence Award
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Stress at speed
by Graham Parsons

Performance testing must be executed in
real time, but crucial time can be saved in
test design and specification

planning web application using IBM
Maximo was performance tested in less
than five days.
Maximo is a complex and powerful product
with sophisticated server-side architecture:
almost all incoming HTTP requests are
made to the same URL. It also makes very
heavy use of browser-side scripting, so
that there is great difference between the
content of its responses and what is
rendered. Responses differ depending on
both the detected status and location of
the user. All these factors complicated the
testing work.
The client required that ten types of
transaction be simulated to quantify the
performance and scalability of the
application. Of these, six were very
complex, involving many web forms and
other documents, large numbers of
variables and complex navigation. We
were asked also to simulate a community
of users of various browsers from three
locations.

Graham Parsons
describes an urgent
test project and how
StressTester helped to
deliver it

At Reflective Solutions we believe our
product StressTester is a completely new
breed of performance testing tool. Its
totally scriptless nature makes it capable
of delivering realistic testing with
accurate results much faster than can be
achieved with other tools. To explain how,
I will describe a recent client project: a
new web-based enterprise resource

User Journey configuration
Instead of scripts, StressTester uses a
“User Journey” to define each transaction.
Its single user interface has four
workspaces: user journeys (see figure 1),
resource monitors, run configurations and
results analysis. Each of these is divided
into two regions: a navigation tree on the
left and properties of the selected node on
the right. Nodes on the navigation tree
show informational icons, enabling areas
of interest to be identified easily.
A wizard makes setting up the user
journeys simple. Typically, as in this case,
the user journeys have a lot of steps in
common, especially at their starts: for
example most involve the user logging in
and navigating to a main menu or similar.
These shared sequences need to be

PT - November 2010 - professionaltester.com
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recorded only once: any common
sequence can then be incorporated to
other UJs using the “inclusion” feature –
analogous to a subroutine in a scriptdriven tool, but clear and simple to
implement directly in StressTester's
interface.
When a UJ is completed, it is replayed for
one cycle simulating one user by the “quick
run” facility. Correlation of session
variables, handling of cookies and headers
and capture of all responses is fully
automatic and highly robust: all ten user
journeys we recorded replayed first time,
with no additional configuration required,
and easy comparison of the responses
Figure 1: the user journey workspace
showed that they differed from those
during the recording only where and as
expected.
Parameters
Every UJ required several input
parameters whose values depended on
previous responses of the application.
A script-based tool requires definition of
variables for the parameters and creation
of code to extract the values and to obtain
new values, executed when necessary.
This difficult, time-consuming programming
task is replaced by StressTester's dynamic Figure 2: siphon configuration
data wizard, which prompts the tester for
the parameter sources in a logical, easyto-understand order, enabling the creation
of 'siphons' which parse the responses
automatically. The values returned by one
siphon are passed to the next. Once there
is a siphon for each request in a UJ, the
configuration is automatic. The wizard then
provides easy comparison of the
parameter values returned by the siphons
with those obtained during the recording of
the UJ and its last quick run, for test
verification (figure 2).
Doing all this took us less than five
minutes per required parameter.
Realism
The greatest challenge in predeployment
performance testing is making the test
conditions realistic. Like other advanced
performance testing tools, StressTester
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Figure 3: average response times reported by a UJ and resource monitors

includes precise validation of all
responses, so that the tester can be sure
every simulated user is really generating
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the load that would be generated by a real
user achieving real-user objectives;
imitation of real-user behaviour including

Best-of-breed tools

sleep and think time; provision for all the
alternative navigation and input method
choices; and requests formatted, timed
and threaded as they would be by clients
with differing characteristics. None of
these is yet a precise science, but we
believe Reflective Solutions is at the
forefront of making them so, and
StressTester is designed to make the
power of the latest research and
development accessible and usable by
all testers.
In this project we did not attempt to
simulate the different user locations, but
located load injectors at each, physically.
Users at the three locations have different
roles, objectives and working patterns.
StressTester's wizard made it easy to
distribute the source load in this complex
pattern to simulate accurately the load on
the application during both typical and
atypical working days.
Resource monitoring
Finally, we configured StressTester's
“resource monitors” to take dynamic
measurements of the application's
components. We logged utilization and
behaviour of the OS (RedHat), the web
server (Apache), the application server
(WebLogic), the DBMS (Oracle), CPU
utilization, CPU I/O, disk writes and the
time taken for the JVM to process each
servlet throughout testing, and set
sensible “thresholds” for each which, if
exceeded, would cause StressTester to
report that fact. This monitoring was
configured and tested in less than two
hours.

Serious defects of both performance and
scalability became apparent as soon as
execution started. StressTester's
powerful and meaningful default charts
told the testers what they needed to
know immediately. The specified capacity
of the application was 230 concurrent
users and response times exceeded
specification at 73. StressTester's
resource monitors and their
preconfigured thresholds now became
important. We zoomed in to a time period
of poor performance on one of the
graphs then right-clicked and selected
“Auto-correlate with Resource Monitors”
from the contextual menu. A list of the
resource monitors that violated their
thresholds during the period was
displayed. With one more click, their
output was overlaid on the response time
graph (figure 3).
The jagged green line shows the average
response time of web pages in the
“browse and purchase” user journey: the
other lines plot the real-time resource
monitoring data. If values in that had
remained below the preconfigured
thresholds, these lines would not have
appeared on the graph: so simply the
number of lines indicates significant
resource usage issues, regardless of
their magnitude and profile.
Similarly, simply the appearance on the
graph of the Java servlet called “Img”
shows that it was the source of the
problem.

StressTester's highly customizable charts
and tables helped the testers to create
the report the client's management
needed quickly. It's an understatement to
say that the results were not good news.
Deployment was delayed, at a cost: but a
cost insignificant compared to the loss and
disruption that would have occurred had
the application been released to users on
schedule.
Attention to the coding of Img, followed by
accurate repetition of the same tests using
StressTester, enabled and assured
deployment of the application one week
later.
What I believe
I've been a performance tester for over 10
years and I believe using a script-based
performance testing tool on this project to
achieve the same defect-finding accuracy
and level of assurance would have needed
several weeks spent on test design, with
associated increased cost to the client.
But the business scenario did not allow for
that. It would have meant a dismal
business strategy failure. Performance test
design and specification is much faster
with StressTester than with other tools.
Using it to discover the truth led to a
production delay of one week, followed
by the deployment of a robust, successful
application enjoyed by hundreds
of productive users in a profitable
enterprise

Graham Parsons is CEO of Reflective Solutions, vendor of StressTester. For full details
and evaluation of StressTester visit http://stresstester.com

Execution and reporting
All the set-up and configuration described
above was completed in five days: that left
two for running and interpreting the
testing. StressTester's execution is above
all repeatable, but its run configurations
wizard also provides for an exploratory
approach: interesting results can be
followed up with “what if?” variations on
the existing tests flexibly and easily,
without new test design. Analysis is
carried out at two granularities, per
request or per document, in real time.
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Automated testing
in action
by Hans Buwalda

Take test reusability to the next level

project for the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange in 1994. It's related to and
builds on what is often called “keyworddriven testing” or “action words”. Each
test is described as a sequence of
actions; an action does one thing, for
example entering a value to an input
field, clicking a button or verifying an
output. The tests are clustered into “test
modules”, each of which contains also
"test objectives". ABT includes detailed
procedures and instructions for
determining what modules and tests to
build to meet the test objectives.
The nature of modern development tools,
and especially the user interfaces they
are used to create, means that large and
comprehensive test sets use relatively
few different actions, so the tests are
easy to read and maintain. If the
specification of the test item changes,
the actions affected rather than the tests
are modified.
ABT can be done using most test
execution tools. An “action interpreter” is
written, in whatever scripting language
the tool uses, to implement the following
algorithm:

Hans Buwalda on
Action Based Testing
and TestArchitect

At LogiGear we never talk about test
automation. That term implies designing
tests then automating them, and we
believe that is too difficult and far too
likely to fail to be worth attempting.
Instead, we consider our expertise to be
in automated testing: the design of tests
for automated execution.
We do that using Action Based Testing
(ABT), our methodology that goes back
to an especially complex and critical
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repeat
read the next action and
its arguments
look up the function
mapped to the action
call the function, passing
the arguments to it
log the output of the
function
until no more actions
However there is a tool designed
specifically to facilitate ABT: LogiGear's
TestArchitect. It organizes the test
modules and the actions, with powerful
facilities to create and edit action-based

Best-of-breed tools

tests quickly. “Action definitions" for
example make it easy to create new
actions from existing ones without
additional programming.

The recorded action lines are exactly as
if they were coded from scratch and can
be inserted anywhere in action
definitions and tests.

Actions can be shared with a few clicks.
A project "subscribes" to another
"supplier" project and can then use all
actions of the supplier project and all
other projects to which the supplier itself
subscribes. The mechanism is both
mutual and recursive: a supplier can
even subscribe to its own subscribers.
This flexibility makes collaboration
across test projects and teams a reality.

When TestArchitect executes tests, it
stores results and links them to the
modules that created them, for clear
traceability to test objectives. However it
also provides the tester with full control
over when and which results are added
to its repository, so metrics and reports
are not affected by spurious results
generated during test development and
maintenance.

ABT is about designing automated tests
early, not recording manual tests for
automation late in development.
Nevertheless TestArchitect provides an
“Action Recorder” as a very rapid way of
generating new actions when the user
interface of the SUT is already available.

Remarkably, action-based tests
designed in TestArchitect are reusable in

other test execution tools. TestArchitect's
execution engine is a set of libraries that
work completely separately from its test
design and management components,
so the low-level actions can be
programmed in virtually any language,
and the tests built using them executed
by any tool that supports that language.
TestArchitect is far more than a test
design, execution and management tool:
it's an entire ecosystem for the practice
of Action Based Testing. It brings exactly
the same efficiencies as test automation
but avoids most of its overhead,
complication and risk, enabling testers to
remain focused on the potential of their
tests to detect defects

Hans Buwalda leads LogiGear's research and development of test automation solutions
and assists clients in strategic implementation of Action Based Testing. For more
information about ABT and TestArchitect visit http://logigear.com

Test automation

ROI of test automation:
benefit and cost
by Dorothy Graham

A successful automation strategy
requires continuous, realistic
assessment of the return on
investment

estimates, insufficient resourcing and
nasty surprises cause failure and loss.
A successful strategy needs realistic
and accurate assessment of the
benefit and the time and effort needed
to realize it not only before and just
after an automation initiative but
continually, in order to maintain benefit
and protect the investment.
Considering execution time alone can
be very misleading. A set of tests that
takes a tester hours to perform might
be completed in minutes by a test
execution tool. But other tasks before,
during and after execution may well
take a lot longer with the tool than
without (figure 1).
Cost of automation:
incident analysis
Measurement of return on investment
in automation must take account of
many costs. Some are obvious:
evaluation and implementation effort,
licensing, infrastructure, support and
training, additional test design and
especially maintenance effort and
disruption caused by the need to
change both development and testing
practices for compatibility with how a
tool works.

Dorothy Graham explains a way to measure
benefit of automated test execution and
points out a common hidden cost
A lot of testers are struggling with
automated execution. What we want
from it is obvious, but how to quantify
that is less well understood. Wrong
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Hidden costs also often arise. Many
are dependent on the characteristics of
the specific organization and situation,
making them unpredictable. One that is
often neglected is the additional effort
to report and analyse the cause when
an execution tool reports failure of an
automated test.
A tester performing manual test
execution builds up knowledge and
awareness of the test item and the
objectives of the test performed. When
he or she raises an incident, the

Test automation

Test creation
and maintenance

context is already known. That makes
the difficult and vital task of reporting
the incident easier to do well, and that
makes reproducing and addressing the
incident more efficient.
Automated test execution, especially
used in conjunction with the automated
test design featured in many toolsets,
usually indicate test failure quite
opaquely – for example by displaying a
red symbol with a code line or test step
number. Investigation is required to
discover the source of the incident: the
test item, the environment, the tests or
the tool itself. If it appears to be the test
item, in order to report the incident
effectively, the context needs to be
gathered: what happened, what was
done to make it happen, and why it was
considered incorrect. This often
involves interpreting the test –
designed for machine and not human
readability – and executing it, in part or
whole, manually. That is often difficult
to do accurately, so that the incident is
not reproduced, necessitating more
analysis and repetition. All this is time
consuming and represents significant
cost to be taken into account.

Environment
creation and
maintenance

Execution

Incident
reporting

Test
reporting

Manual
execution
Automated
execution

Effort

Figure 1: automation and overall test effort: gains and losses

extrapolating: the estimate may be
made more accurate by adding time
representing the needs and working
patterns of humans as opposed to
machines. Some test organizations
include an EMTE figure in each test
specification and set up a system to
add it to a cumulative total every time
that test is executed automatically.
Subtracting the actual time spent from
that total provides a meaningful
measure of effort saved by automation.

EMTE is a simple but useful measure of
benefit but it could be misused:
repeated unnecessary execution of
tests whose defect-finding potential has
been exhausted would produce an
impressive but meaningless figure.
Successful automation efforts measure
return on investment by using measures
of benefit such as EMTE, and by
counting all automation costs, including
incident reporting time

Dorothy Graham (http://dorothygraham.co.uk) is an internationally renowned testing
consultant, speaker and writer. Her new book co-authored with Mark Fewster entitled
Experiences of Test Automation will be published by Addison Wesley in 2011. She blogs
on testing at http://dorothygraham.blogspot.com

Benefit of automated execution:
equivalent manual test effort
Test automation has significant
benefits: it can make it possible to test
more exhaustively, ie to execute the
tests more times with more variation in
input and environment and achieving
greater coverage of the test item than
would be practical manually. One way
to measure that benefit is to consider
the equivalent manual test effort
(EMTE) – the time that would be taken
to execute the tests without
automation. EMTE is easy to estimate
by timing manual execution of one
instance of each test and
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Performance testing a
message broker interface
by Suri Chitti

Performance testing early using isolation to
prevent later scalability failure

Suri Chitti explains the
method of testing a
critical and vulnerable
interface

A message broker provides a
communication interface between, often
very, different systems: it is a form of
middleware. Popular products include
Apache ActiveMQ, Java Messaging
Service, Object Messaging System and
components of IBM WebSphere, Oracle,
Microsoft BizTalk and SAP NetWeaver.

Messages from both sources are received
and validated by the broker. Valid
messages are transformed as needed
then passed to an order fulfillment system,
in turn linked to supply chain management
systems etc; invalid ones are passed to
the error queue. The input, output and
error queues store messages temporarily,
acting as buffers when the broker or
fulfillment system cannot retrieve and
process them as fast as they are being
received. The capacity of each queue,
called its “maximum depth”, is
configurable.
Test objective: to show that the
message broker keeps up with the
input queue
Obviously this interface is vulnerable to
stress. The broker must retrieve items
from the input queue before it becomes
full: failure to do that will cause direct and
nonrecoverable business loss and
disruption. The same applies to the order
fulfillment system and the output queue,
but in this article I will describe testing
the broker interface in isolation. Ideally
that is done long before system
integration, as the broker interface is a
potential “bottleneck” with the potential to
prevent the system being scaled easily.
To devise a test approach that will
provide maximum assurance against
that, I first need to know how
dangerously high stress might arise.

Test design
There are two obvious causes of the input
queue tending to fill up: increasing
Message brokers are used in
frequency of messages at times of high
supersystems of many kinds. For example, demand and increasing size of messages.
consider a retailer which accepts orders
Both will demand increasing queue space
via both its website and a mobile point-of- as well as giving the broker more work to
sale (POS) system used at trade shows
do, slowing down the rate at which the
(see figure 1). Each order generates a
queue is depleted. There is direct
message representing the order and
correlation between the rate at which
transmits it to the broker.
orders are placed and messages are
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Point of sale
system

Message Broker

Order fulfillment
system

Input queue

Output queue

Website
Error queue

Figure 1: a message broker interface used in a retail system

received, but what about the message
size? To understand the relationship
between that and the order size, I examine
the message format, perhaps with help
from a system architect who understands it
well. If the format is heavily encoded, it
might be necessary to ask business
analysts about the smallest, average and
largest orders they expect and investigate,
by prototyping, the size of message likely
to be queued by each, remembering to
consider both the web and POS systems,
in case their respective message sizes are
not the same. From that information, I
attempt to predict the frequency of
messages of various sizes: an example
finding is shown in table 1.

very dangerous: complex timing and
other factors can make them wrong.

Attention must be paid to making the
simulated messages themselves
realistic and sufficiently varied: testing
by repeating too few different orders,
including too few different products,
for each message size may not have
sufficient defect-finding potential.
Also, a realistic proportion of invalid
messages must be included.
Establishing what that proportion is
with any confidence is difficult: many
invalid messages (which need not be
transformed) will not necessarily
stress the broker more or less than
few. However accuracy of simulation
Suppose the non-functional specification here may not be as vital as that of
for the system states its capacity should message size, because there is the
possibility of preventing some of the
be 100 orders per second. To assure
invalid messages reaching the broker
that, given the information in table 1, I
by debugging of the web and POS
would simulate a load on the input
queue and broker rising to 20 messages systems. Testing with low, equal and
high ratios of invalid to valid
each of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50kB per
messages will usually provide
second. Obviously extra assurance
sufficient assurance.
could be gained by testing with higher
message frequencies and all the
Test execution
messages at 50kB, and I'd be attracted
It's also necessary to decide for how
to spending some time, if available,
long to run the simulation. Business
doing that: but it is more important to
analysts may be able to complete the
test to assure the specification. Also
specification by saying for how long the
assumptions like “if it works with this
system must handle orders at the
load it will work with less load” can be

maximum rate: for what sustained
period, for how many of those periods
per longer period, and with what
“recovery time”, ie period of load not
more than a specified lower level,
between them. Otherwise, past usage
logs might provide information about
typical load profiles. If neither of these
sources is available, a judgement must
be taken about what simulation period
without failure will give sufficient
confidence that failure will not occur if
the same stress is continued for longer.
Expected outcomes
1. The most important expected outcome
is that the input queue does not
become full. That is easy to check
using the input simulator: if a
message cannot be queued the input
queue will either return a failure
message, or simply fail to respond
(within a time-out period specified
within the simulator), to it.
2. The en-queue rate (at which
messages are added to the input
queue) does not exceed the de-queue
rate (at which they are retrieved and
removed from the input queue by the
broker). This requires real-time
monitoring so is harder to check but
again depending on the middleware
used tools may be available: BMC
MainView (formally called Q Pasa,
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see http://bmc.com/products/productlisting/28702-7824-2720.html) for
example is a powerful tool for
WebSphere MQ. In practice, such
monitoring often shows that enqueuing does outstrip de-queuing for
short periods. I do all I can to make
the measurements as accurate as
possible so that I can see if I believe
these periods are truly transient: if
variation in their measurements is
itself measurable, observation of the
expected outcome is in doubt and I
would wish to increase the simulation
period.
3. Input queue utilization does not tend to
grow, however slowly. Demonstrating
this during the simulation (again using a
suitable monitoring tool) is not a
completely trustworthy indication of
reliability in production as complex
oscillation patterns can be misleading,
but any suspicious trend would mean
the expected outcome was not
observed. Again, testing would be

Message size less than (kB)

Frequency

10

20%

20

40%

30

60%

40

80%

50

100%

Table 1: example distribution of message size

repeated with a longer simulation
period.
Test implementation and execution
A program to generate the simulated
messages is usually easy to build using
the middleware's API. A simple utility to
drain the output – simulating the fulfillment
system – and error queues is also

required because if either becomes full,
causing the message broker to stop
queuing its output messages, the test
results will be invalidated. Useful thirdparty tools are often available: for example
Tim Armstrong's MsgTest available at
http://ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=
swg24007048 can be used to perform both
tasks for the WebSphere MQ broker

Suri Chitti (suri_chitti@hotmail.com) has delivered functional and non-functional testing
projects for organizations in many domains including software houses such as HP and
Manhattan Associates and major retailers including Tesco
Fellow testers want to know about your work, and software quality is important. Sharing
your knowledge really can help not only IT businesses, but everyone. Please email
editor@professionaltester.com to tell us what you are doing
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The Consolidated Testing Process

CTP4
by Geoff Quentin

Part four – the Test
Management Process

Professional Testerʼs
exclusive publication of
Geoff Quentinʼs formal,
rigorous, standardsbased method for
testing any new
software-based system

Beginning the TMP
2.2
The CTP defines test management as all
work, at all levels, needed to allocate,
monitor and control the use of resources to
achieve the test objectives. It includes
objective identification using formally
defined information and process
implementation, monitoring and
improvement.
The CTP's test management process
(“TMP”) uses commencement and
completion criteria as the baseline against
which progress is judged, reported and
controlled. The process begins by
examining and validating the final
completion criteria, ie those which must be
met before the test object can be deployed.
Completion criteria
2.2.1
Completion criteria are those conditions
that must be seen to exist before a section
(stage, phase or level) of testing work is
considered complete and the next section
can commence. They include the specific
completion of each individual test. In
general completion criteria are defined
before commencement criteria.
The TMP requires that completion criteria
are defined for every section of testing
work. In early planning they can be
expressed generically, but must be fully
specified and detailed before development
work on the section begins.
The most important completion criteria are
those which must be met at the end of the
final section before deployment of the test
object. They must cover all attributes and
events that its buyers, users and suppliers
need to confirm in order to have confidence
that the deployment will be successful.

Commencement criteria
2.2.2
The TMP requires that commencement
criteria are defined for every section of
testing work, and that no section begins
until its commencement criteria are shown
to be met. For each section after the first
the commencement criteria will include,
and may consist largely or entirely of, the
completion criteria for the previous
section: but for many sections there will be
additional commencement criteria, related
to external factors such as availability of
resources.
The most important commencement
criteria are those which must be met
before any testing work begins. They may
be defined in a “project initiation document
(PID)”.
Traceability
2.2.3
The TMP requires that every individual
testing activity and deliverable is directly
associated a purpose and that that
association can be identified at any time.
Every individual test must be traceable to
its specific purposes, ie one or more test
conditions (see 2.2.4 below).
The TMP considers every deliverable as a
configuration item and requires that it is
assigned a formal, unique reference which
follows it for its entire life and remains
traceable to its source. Any change to any
deliverable, and the justification for that
change, must be formally recorded and
traceable to a business requirement. If
necessary to justify the change, the
business requirements themselves must
be changed. If that occurs, all deliverables,
activities and tests associated with that
change must be checked for impact to
ensure the change is propagated correctly.
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2.2.4
Test conditions
A condition in this context is a state that an
identified entity is in. When applied at high
level to project activities and deliverables,
a condition can be expressed
ambiguously: for example “in our opinion
the specification for this component is
good”. More mature test processes will
tend to use more defined conditions: for
example “the specification for this
component contains 20 pages that have
been verified by review as conforming to
prevailing standards; we estimate that
another 10 pages need to be written and
reviewed to complete it”.

A test condition is a state defined with the
intention of checking (testing) and
recording it. Test conditions can range from
very high level (eg the response time of a
function under defined load conditions) to
low level (eg validation rules for the value
taken by a database field). The TMP
requires that every test condition is
traceable to one or more defined business
requirements.
Management reporting
2.2.5
The TMP requires that formal test reports
are produced according to a defined
structure which is designed to provide

objective and easily understandable
information to project management on (i)
the tests planned, (ii) the tests done and
their results, and most importantly (iii) the
tests not done and their implications.
Test process improvement
2.2.6
The TMP requires that a defined,
continuous test process improvement
mechanism is implemented. It should be
integrated with improvement also of
development processes and
deliverables

Next The Consolidated Testing Process part 5: implementing the CTP, GTP and
TMP: roles, responsibilities, environments and enforcement

Top 5 things testers shouldn’t say but do
I told them we should have
reviewed the requirements properly

Woohoo look I've found
a really bad regression defect
watch this hahaha that’s really
going to screw things up properly I
wonder which idiot did it I bet it was
that Dave

What do development mean
by releasing this rubbish? Do they
actually do any unit testing?

Look don't argue with me I
got 33 out of 40 on my Foundation
Yes, of course I’ll work 28
Certificate exam and you only got
hours overtime next week because the 32 so that means I'm right
build is going to be delivered late. It's
only my sister’s wedding, no big deal
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Send your testing top 5, serious or not,
to editor@professionaltester.com.
If we publish it you will receive a free
subscription to the printed edition
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See what you’re missing!
The market-leading combined, integrated platform
for the automated end-to-end testing of the SOA,
BPM, Cloud and legacy integration technologies
that run agile enterprises.
Enabling early and continuous testing from the
UI through to back-end services and databases,
eliminating defects and saving costs.
To avoid ‘cross words’ in production,
come and talk to Green Hat.
www.greenhat.com
              



There are two levers that can be used to improve test effectiveness and efﬁciency: the one is to impact test coverage and the number of test cases
and the other the level of automation. This article is the ﬁrst in a series of articles that will offer you an insight into how the TOSCA Testsuite™
increases both the effectiveness and efﬁciency of your functional software testing and helps you save time and money. To make that happen,
TOSCA offers the following 4 unique abilities: 1 tangible test coverage and traceability, 2 business dynamic steering that eliminates the maintenance problem of autom. tests, 3 “one world” to unite GUI and non-GUI as well as manual and autom. tests, and ﬁnally 4 TOSCA@data the
solution for generating a dynamic and synthetic test data base – another indispensable prerequisite for high automation in regression testing.

Today:

1

Tangible Coverage: Contradiction or Complement?

In practical applications - even at a moderate complexity – fully speciﬁed test coverage cannot be achieved through all data combinations. Moreover, an error induced by a single attribute could cause thousands of test cases to fail. This context biases test optimisation towards orthogonal
combinatorics of all independent attributes, providing a minimum number of test cases and mitigating the loss of speciﬁed test coverage.
Dependencies are only tested if speciﬁed explicitly. However, the price to pay is a wealth of test focuses wrapped into each individual test case,
and application errors are hard to trace.
There is a way out: LinEx, the linear expansion algorithm by TRICENTIS, builds up a test scenario on
a single straight-through test case, a basic workﬂow ideally tailored to an initial, manual smoke test.
All other test cases are derived by modifying only a single attribute. LinEx treats the contradictory
requirements, traceability and speciﬁed test coverage as complements and uniﬁes major advantages:
● minimum number of test cases at a tolerable complexity,
● identiﬁcation of errors at a glance,
● introduction of dependencies in one click
Want further information? Visit us at

www.tosca-testsuite.com

